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ABSTRACT

Software architecture design is a critical step of software development. Currently, there are various design methods available and each is focusing on certain perspective of architecture design. Especially, quality-based methods have received a lot of attentions and have been well developed for single system architecture design. However, the use of quality-based design methods is limited in software product line (SPL) because of the complexity and variabilities existing in SPL architecture. In this paper, we introduce an extra view to the Quality-Driven Architecture Design and Quality Analysis (QADA) method, in order to provide a more effective quality-based architecture design framework for SPL. In this framework, the quality attributes of a software system will be taken into account in the early stage of architecture design and the reference architecture of SPL will be elicited based on quality-related consideration.
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1. Introduction

The software architecture is the structure of a software system. It contains software elements, visible properties of these elements, and the relationships among them [1]. The visible properties refer to the behaviors of elements such as providing services, performance characteristics, fault handling, and so on. The architecture of a system is the overall abstraction to illustrate how software elements relate to each other and how do they work together. Software architecture is able to scope overall system, to provide a blueprint for system construction.

Software architecture design is one of the most important phases in the software development life cycle, so it attracts a lot of attentions. It is a comprehensive process involving multiple activities. For instance, system decomposition, specifying structural components, and quality attributes tradeoff. A good software architecture is able to address specific requirements sufficiently and leads to less costly implementations.

The challenges of architecture design are: 1) how to evaluate the quality of software architecture and how to design high quality architectures; 2) how to cope with non-functional requirements and quality restrictions. There are many methods have been proposed to deal with the first challenge, but developing methods for quality requirements realization are more difficult. Without considering software architecture qualities at design stage could bring negative impact to the later product development due to economic concerns, such as time to market and return on investment.

The architecture design methods are to explore the design options from different perspectives. For example, the “4 + 1” view model [2] aims to describe software architecture in multiple views. A design concern is a feature or behavior of a system, for instance, performance and security are design concerns of most software systems. The purpose of using multiple views is to separate design concerns and each of the multiple views describes the software system from a specific aspect. Separating concerns is a common approach in computer science to break a complex problem into easier subproblems [3]. The “4 + 1” model contains multiple views, namely, logical view, the process view, the development view and the physical view. In the logical view, system is decomposed into a set of key abstractions. The principles of system abstraction, encapsulation, and inheritance are exploited in this view. The process view deals with the issues of system integrity, such as concurrency and distribution. It also specifies how the abstractions from logical view map onto the process view. In the development view, the system is decomposed into subsystems that can be developed by small number of developers. These subsystems are layered as a hierarchy and each layer provides an interface to the upper layer. The physical view is to map the software onto the hardware. The elements identified from previous views need to be mapped onto vari-
ous processing nodes. In addition to the “4” views, scenarios, also known as use cases, are used to put those four views together. These scenarios are abstractions of the most important system requirements. This view-based design concept has been adapted by many other design methods, including COPA [4] and QADA [5]. We also adopt this design concept in our work presented in this paper. There are also some other architecture design methods. For example, ASAAM [6] is an aspectual architecture analysis method to localize design concern, which crosscutting several components, in one architectural component. ADD [7] is an attribute driven method to design software architecture. For more on software architecture design, see details in surveys [8,9].

Non-functional requirements and quality attributes are the properties of software products. They are requirements that have to be satisfied. Quality requirements are used as a bridge to connect business goals and software architectures [10]. In this paper, we focus on quality-oriented SPL architecture design for two reasons: 1) it is hard to evaluate if the architecture design is qualified based on quality criteria; 2) comparing to the functional requirements, qualities attributes are less considered in the design phase. Quality attributes have impact on product line architecture (PLA), product components and the relationships among the components. For example, a design decision based on security concern will affect both encryption and network designs, and the way to balance these two components.

Quality attributes are generally divided into three categories: system qualities, business qualities and architecture qualities. It is crucial to evaluate if qualities requirements have been achieved by architecture design. Realizing the system qualities before developing the concrete system is helpful to stakeholders. The appropriate design methods will model the desired system needs and constraints properly in the early stage. As a result, it is more likely to form the right software architecture.

There are some quality based methods [11,12] for software architecture design. Most of them are scenario-driven. Different from other architectural design methods, they are focus on quality related aspects such as system performance, security of the system and other system qualities. These design methods make sure that the resulting architecture fulfills the quality requirements from stakeholder. However, comparing to other design methods, quality driven design is still in the early development stage overall, especially in SPL engineering.

Software Product Line (SPL) engineering is to develop a collection of related systems which share a common software architecture and related components [13]. The idea of SPL engineering was proposed by Kang et al. [14] and the approach has been used in industry over the last decade. The key idea of SPL is to discover commonalities and variabilities across a product family. SPL contains a set of reusable software assets, such as system requirements, source code, and reusable components. These assets are configured and composed to create member products in a product line. A successful SPL is able to improve the development productivity and the quality of the software, significantly reduce cost and time to market.

The architecture of an SPL is to describe both shared components of products family and individual characteristic of single product. The efforts of PLA design are focusing on refining the reference architecture and reusable components. The reference architecture is instantiated and used as a common asset to create concrete architectures for member products. The reference architectures also provide a clear idea of how configurable components can be assembled to form member product architectures.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents and discusses several popular architecture design methods. In Section 3, we describe an extension to QADA method. Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses future works.

2. Software Production Line

Firstly, we briefly summarize some well established SPL architecture design methods, they are FORM [14], FAST [15], COPA [4], KobrA [16] and QADA [5]. These methods have been validated on various domains in industry.

1) Feature Oriented Method: Feature-Oriented Reuse Method (FORM) is a feature-oriented approach. FORM is using feature model to realize both commonalities and variabilities of SPL. The result of feature model analysis will be further used to explore the reusable components for a product line.

Two phases are included for reusable architecture development. In domain modeling, features are localized in four layers and each layer presents a level of software development hierarchy. Any instantiation of a feature model is a combination of features from these four layers. The subsystem model defines the overall system structure by packaging service features into subsystems in a distributed environment. Then each subsystem is decomposed into a set of processes considering the operating environment features. Modules are used to create reusable components with specifications to define how to integrate them into applications. In architecture modeling, the reference architecture is defined from three levels of abstractions (subsystem model, process model and module model) by the right feature selections and then pick the proper reusable software components based on concerns from stakeholders.
2) Process Driven Method: Family-Oriented Abstraction, Specification and Translation (FAST) is a software development method focusing on building product families. It is intended to enhance the efficiency of development process by reducing multiple tasks, time to market and development cost [17]. This method is suitable in case that one product has multiple versions that have shared elements in common.

Two main activities of FAST are Domain Engineering and Application Engineering. Domain engineering consists of activities to define domain-based family, a modeling language to describe family members. Domain engineering also specifies tools needed for application model analyze. The application engineering is to generate application systems to customer requirements. Each single system, which is defined by the application model, is a member of the family and is generated by tools support developed from domain engineering. In addition to domain engineering and application engineering, FAST has an extra engineering process: domain qualification. Domain qualification is the process to deal with economic related concerns for a domain. During this process, economic related information needs to be specified and included in an economic model as the result.

3) Component Based Method: Component-Oriented Platform Architecting (COPA) method is a component-oriented method that enables the development of software intensive product families. COPA method aims for achieving a balance between multiple aspects and concerns. Because it was firstly validated in practical Industry, COPA has the best industrial application experience in large product families.

COPA starts with business phase, which is analyzing the customer needs and expectations. Architecture phase is divided into five views by architectural framework: customer business view, application view, functional view, conceptual view and realization view. COPA also contains three engineering processes within process framework: product family engineering, platform engineering, and product engineering. Product family engineering focuses on the family architecture, platform engineering is dealing with those reusable assets and the responsibility of product engineering is to generate the software products. The architectural activities of product family engineering are to define views on both commercial and technical aspects. The activities of platform engineering are to support product engineering with integration testing and to maintain existing components and platforms. The activities of product engineering consist of developing the specific product components and constructing products.

KobrA method is another component-based product line engineering approach. It is able to be applied on both single system and family based systems. It is a simple and practical method for software development by applying standard UML models and some commercial tools to enhance its applicability.

Each component, is called Komponent in KobrA, is described at two levels of abstractions: specification level, which defines Komponents behaviors and services, and realization level, which describes how to fulfill the upper level services via lower level Komponents. KobrA has two main engineering activities: framework engineering activities and application engineering activities. Framework engineering activity is to create a general framework which includes all product variants of product family. In framework engineering, the specification of a Komponent is described by a set of models. Variabilities are determined by decision model whether variabilities can be captured by the existing decisions or it is necessary to add new decisions to the decision model. With the support of a set of models such as interaction model, structural model, activity model, and decision model, it is able to specify how to design a single Komponent. The purpose of application engineering activity is to implement the framework in order to derive member products from the family.

4) Quality Driven Method: Quality-driven Architecture Design and quality Analysis (QADA) is a traceable quality based method to design and evaluate software architecture. QADA contains scenario-based quality analysis to evaluate if the architecture design options meet the quality requirements.

QADA consists of three viewpoints: structural view, behavior view, and deployment view at two levels of abstractions: conceptual level and concrete level. Quality attributes are categorized to related views and each view has associated targets on the two levels at certain design phase. As a quality-driven method, quality analysis is performed at both levels with different attentions. Analysis on conceptual level focuses on variability analysis and architectural analysis by quality based methodology. Quality analysis of concrete architecture emphasizes on the customer value analysis and scenario-based quality analysis. The purpose of architectural analysis at conceptual level is to provide a knowledge base for a more comprehensive quality attributes analysis at the concrete level.

QADA is the only quality-driven architecture design method among these methods. It contains several views at different levels to separate concerns and it provides a quality-driven link between software requirement and architecture. Quality attributes are very important to architecture development since quality attributes guide the decision on architectural style selections and thus affect the construction of system architecture. In [5], author mentioned that additional views are needed to present more information of quality attributes analysis in future.
research. So in this paper, we will extend QADA method by adding an extra view to improve this quality based PLA design method.

3. Extension to QADA

We propose to include a quality view into the multiple views of QADA to improve the traceability of the reference architecture. The purpose of having quality view is to provide a picture of system components and packages and to illustrate how they fulfill the quality requirements of a product line. At the same time, it describes the impact of quality requirements on the reference architecture at the conceptual level.

Quality based frameworks like [1,18] could be modified and used to develop this view. To develop a reference architecture, we start from requirement engineering. Because some quality requirements have more influences on the architectural design than others, so to help to manage the complex requirements specifications and stay focus on the most critical design decisions, it is important to focus on those important quality requirements which have strong impacts on the reference architecture. We call these important quality requirements the architecture development drivers. The architecture drivers need to be embedded into reference architecture and refined for member product architecture development.

A quality scenario is a quality requirement of the associated quality attribute. Quality scenarios are used for identifying architecture drivers. Quality scenarios can be categorized into general scenarios and concrete scenarios. General scenarios are system independent and they can be applied for all member products in a product family. Concrete scenarios are derived from the general scenarios and they are solid and to be used as quality requirements of a specific member system. To develop the reference architecture, we mainly focus on general scenarios. General scenarios can be represented by a table including all possible alternatives of certain quality attributes. The specification of quality scenarios and examples of modifiability-related scenarios are given in Table 1.

The next activity of developing quality view is to identify mechanisms [18] for the realization of family architectural drivers, which contain a set of general scenarios. Mechanisms contribute to the quality requirements achievements. A strategy-oriented mechanism, which is related to collection of architecture drivers, describes design strategies to satisfy the architecture drivers. Such mechanisms are abstract, but can be used for both the reference architecture development and member product reference architecture design. A mechanism could also be very specific, contains a set of components, connection types and their responsibilities for fulfilling certain quality requirements. To map quality scenarios onto architecture, system components and the connections, which derived from mechanisms, are used to form the reference architecture and to implement the quality requirements of SPL. Components, contributing to the related architecture drivers, can be grouped, and these are the subsystem options and design options. When developing architecture for specific member product, concrete scenarios will be take into account and all these subsystems will be configured and refined.

Table 2 used in [18] is to present how scenarios map onto a product line of vehicle navigation systems. The scenario is that: “recalculate route due to incoming radio data message”. This is a performance-related scenario and it is mapped onto the logical view of architecture. Six components (from two subsystems) are involved in this scenario. The components and their responsibilities are represented in the table.

Functional requirements will be further used to evaluate the capability of the reference architecture. Design options from scenarios mapping contain system components to achieve the functionalities of systems, and then functionalities will match the system requirements by using the appropriate mechanisms.

4. Conclusion and Future Works

We have reviewed software product line architectures design process. Quality attributes play an important role in the process as they have big impacts on software architecture design. The main benefit of quality based design methods is to put stakeholders’ expectations at first place to ensure the quality of software products.

We have introduced the quality view to QADA to improve the traceability of quality based PLA design. The improved framework emphasis on considering how the reference architecture fulfills the quality requirements. In quality view, quality scenarios are mapped onto the reference architecture and corresponding components. The results of applying this framework are the valid reference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Quality attributes scenario and an example.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario parts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source of stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artifact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respond measure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
architecture options at the conceptual level to satisfy various quality requirements of the SPL.

As the reference architecture will be refined and configured to produce member product architecture, therefore, it is unavoidable that we have to manage the quality attributes tradeoffs. This will be part of our future work. Moreover, this paper only takes system quality attributes into account when designing a reference architecture, other architecture attributes also need to be considered, this will be another task in the future works.
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